The European Spallation Source (ESS), currently under construction in Lund, Sweden, is a research center that will provide, by 2023, the world's most powerful neutron source. The average power of the proton linac will be 5 MW. Pulsing this linac at higher frequency will make it possible to raise the average total beam power to 10 MW to produce, in parallel with the spallation neutron production, a very intense neutrino Super Beam of about 0.4 GeV mean neutrino energy. This will allow searching for leptonic CP violation at the second oscillation maximum where the sensitivity is about 3 times higher than at the first. The ESS neutrino Super Beam, ESSnuSB operated with a 2.0 GeV linac proton beam, together with a large underground Water Cherenkov detector located at 540 km from Lund, will make it possible to discover leptonic CP violation at 5 significance level in 56% (65% for an upgrade to 2.5 GeV beam energy) of the leptonic CP-violating phase range after 10 years of data taking, assuming a 5% systematic error in the neutrino flux and 10% in the neutrino cross section. The paper presents the outstanding physics reach possible for CP violation with ESSnuSB obtainable under these assumptions for the systematic errors. It also describes the upgrade of the ESS accelerator complex required for ESSnuSB.
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Advances in High Energy Physics
Overview
An ultimate goal of the long baseline neutrino experiments now being planned is the discovery and high precision measurement of the leptonic CP violation through measurement of the ] → ] oscillation probability. Such a discovery and measurement would shed new light on the fundamental problem of how to explain the dominance of matter over antimatter in the Universe. The discovery and measurement in 2012 of a nonzero value as large as ca. 9
∘ of the neutrino mixing angle 13 , corresponding to a value of sin 2 2 13 of ca. 0.095 [1] [2] [3] [4] , confirmed the possibility of discovering and measuring a nonzero value of the Dirac leptonic CP violating angle CP . Before 2012 a significantly smaller value for 13 was assumed when planning for future long base neutrino experiments. See, for example, [5] , in which a range of values for sin 2 2 13 between 0.01 and 0.09 are used, with 0.04 as the standard value, to evaluate the performance of a proposed experiment. The large value of 13 implies that the sensitivity to CP violation is three times higher at the second neutrino oscillation maximum as compared to the first.
The European Spallation Source (ESS) [6] under construction in Lund, Sweden, since the fall of 2014, is a research center that will have the world's most powerful neutron source. It is based on a 2.0 GeV superconducting linac (with space available for an upgrade to the originally planned energy of 2.5 GeV), providing 2.86 ms long proton pulses at 14 Hz for the spallation neutron facility with 5 MW average power on target ( Figure 1 ). By pulsing the linac at higher frequency, additional beam pulses can be interleaved to provide a total average beam power of 10 MW. The extra pulses, providing 1.5 ⋅ 10
16 protons per second on target, corresponding to 2.7 ⋅ 10 23 protons on target per year, can be used to obtain a neutrino beam of unprecedented intensity. The uniquely high intensity of the ESS linac allows for sufficient event statistics to be collected with a Megaton neutrino detector positioned at the second neutrino oscillation maximum, where the relative CP violation sensitivity is about three times higher than at the first maximum, where the DUNE experiment in the USA [7] and the Hyper-K experiment in Japan [8] have their respective detectors positioned.
In a first publication [9] the European Spallation Source neutrino Super Beam (ESSnuSB) collaboration proposes searching for leptonic CP violation by making use of the Super Beam described above and a Megaton water Cherenkov detector placed in the 1200 m deep Garpenberg mine located at a distance of 540 km from the neutrino source in Lund, near the second neutrino oscillation maximum. In the present paper we report on some further progress made in the study of the ESSnuSB project, in particular regarding its performance for CP violation discovery and measurement, the proton accumulator ring, and the Near Detector. Table 1 shows an overview of the parameters of the facility. The ESSnuSB Design Study is taking advantage of many of the results obtained in the FP7 Design Study EUROnu [10] on future neutrino facilities. The results from the now terminated EUROnu project of the study of the 4.5 GeV/5 MW neutrino Super Beam from the CERN Superconducting Proton Linac SPL [11, 12] and of the MEMPHYS large water Cherenkov detector in the Fréjus tunnel have served as very useful references in the ESSnuSB Design Study [13, 14] . The purpose of ESS is the production and use of spallation neutrons. The use of the ESS linac for neutron and neutrino production simultaneously, not reducing neutron production, will decrease considerably the cost of the proposed neutrino project as compared to constructing a dedicated proton driver for generating the neutrino beam. The current main parameters of the ESS proton driver are listed in Table 2 .
With presently available technology, the horn-type hadron collector cannot handle 2.86 ms long pulses due to the excessive ohmic heating of the magnet-system currentleads. Therefore, the linac pulse has to be accumulated in a multiturn injection storage ring that can deliver, through single turn extraction, pulses of a few s length to the neutrino production target and horn assembly. There is space available on the ESS site to implement such a proton accumulator and its transfer lines from the linac to the target station as well as for the implementation of the target station itself and a Near Detector. To inject protons from the linac into the accumulator with satisfactory efficiency, charge exchange injection will be necessary. Therefore, the ESS linac has to be further equipped such that it can be used to accelerate H − pulses of the same length and intensity as the proton pulses.
A preliminary study of the modifications of the ESS linac that are required to allow simultaneous acceleration of H + and H − ions at an average power of 5 + 5 MW has been made [15] . It is proposed that some of these modifications be made already during the current linac construction phase, such that it will later be possible to upgrade the linac with only minor interventions during the operation of the linac for spallation neutron production. These modifications, which will increase the initial construction cost of the linac by ca. 10%, will significantly reduce the cost of the subsequent upgrade of the linac to enable the production of a neutrino beam.
The proposed upgrade of the accelerator complex will significantly increase the potential and options also for other future developments of the ESS. One example of this is that the accumulator studies aim at a design allowing the accumulator to satisfy the requirements for the production of both short neutrino pulses of a few s length through single turn extraction and short neutron pulses of the order of 100 s length through multiturn extraction, thus also providing, as a future option, the production of short, uniquely intense neutron pulses [16] .
The EUROnu studies identified some key elements of the SPL Super Beam for which further R&D would be necessary, such as the proton target, the hadron collector, and its pulse generator. These items will be further studied to prove their feasibility for the ESS based neutrino project. Simulation studies have resulted in the choice of the 1200 m deep Garpenberg mine in the Swedish Dalarna county, 540 km from ESS in Lund, as the optimal location for the Far Neutrino Detector. The Near Detector will contain a water Cherenkov detector and possibly other types of detectors. Results from the European FP7 LAGUNA Design Study [17] provide useful information for the design of the detectors and the needed infrastructure.
The Significant Advantage of Measuring Leptonic CP Violation at the Second Oscillation Maximum
The following expression describes the probability for the ] → ] oscillation [19] : 
wherẽ≡ cos 13 sin 2 12 sin 2 23 sin 2 13 and Δ ≡ Δ 2 / 2 ] . The sign of CP is the opposite for antineutrinos.
The first two terms in this expression are generally referred to as the "atmospheric" term and the "solar" term, respectively. The third is the "CP interference" term which is the only term that depends on the CP violating angle CP .
Plots for two different values of the mixing angle, 13 = 1 ∘ and 13 = 10 ∘ , of the three terms in the ] → ] oscillation probability expression are shown in Figure 2 as a function of the variable / , the ratio between the accelerator-detector distance (the baseline) and the neutrino energy . The CP violating term is calculated without the factor cos( CP − Δ 31 /2); that is, what is shown is the maximum value this term could take on. The first and second neutrino oscillation maxima are clearly seen in the atmospheric term to be at around / = 500 km/GeV and 1500 km/GeV.
The information on CP is thus contained in the CP interference term. As can be seen in Figure 2 (a), for a value of the neutrino mixing angle 13 that is small, like 1 ∘ , which lies within the range of values used in the long baseline neutrino study projects before 2012, the CP interference term at / = 500 km/GeV is somewhat larger than both the solar and the atmospheric term, whereas at / = 1500 km/GeV the CP interference term is much smaller than the dominant solar term. Had the value of 13 indeed been small, the sensitivity to CP would thus have been much higher at / = 500 km/GeV than at / = 1500 km/GeV. This is certainly one reason why some proposed projects, which were designed well before 2012, have their respective detectors placed at a distance from the accelerator approximately corresponding to / = 500 km/GeV, that is, at the first maximum. However, when in 2012 13 was measured and found to be about 9 ∘ [1] [2] [3] [4] , the relation between the three terms was drastically changed as shown in Figure 2 (b). For 13 = 10 ∘ , the CP interference term at / = 500 km/GeV is much smaller than the dominant atmospheric term, whereas it has about the same amplitude as the dominant atmospheric term at / = 1500 km/GeV. From these considerations it is thus clear that the sensitivity to CP indeed is significantly higher at the second neutrino oscillation maximum than at the first.
The conceptual design of ESSnuSB [9] was made in 2012 and in view of the, at the time, newly measured high value of 13 , the detector was located at the second neutrino oscillation maximum. For an ESSnuSB proton energy of 2.0 GeV the mean neutrino energy is about 360 MeV and the distance of the second maximum from the ] source is of the order of 540 km. Figure 3 shows, for this baseline, the number of electron neutrinos detected in two years, running with positive polarity in the horn, as a function of neutrino energy for four different values of CP : 0 and , which correspond to no CP violation, and /2 and 3 /2, which correspond to maximum CP violation of opposite signs, respectively. The parameters used in the GLoBES calculation to obtain this plot are Δ ∘ (a) and 13 = 10 ∘ (b), the three terms in the expression for the ] → ] oscillation probability as a function of the ratio between the accelerator-to-detector distance (the baseline) and the neutrino energy [19] . The CP violating term is calculated without the factor cos( CP − Δ 31 /2); that is, what is shown is the maximum value this term could take on. Figure 4 shows the same type of comparison, this time between DUNE and Hyper-K, designed to measure at the first maximum, and ESSnuSB, designed to measure at the second maximum. A comparison of the left and right panels shows that almost all of the events in the Hyper-K and DUNE experiments are located within the region of the first oscillation maximum whereas for ESSnuSB almost all of the events are located within the region of the second maximum. In particular, there is no increase in the signal count rate visible for Hyper-K or DUNE in the energy region of the second maximum. The ratio between the numbers of electron neutrinos with CP = 3 /2 and with CP = /2 can be seen to be about 1.5 for DUNE, 1.6 for Hyper-K, and as high as about 4.8 for ESSnuSB, implying an about three times higher sensitivity to the value of CP as compared to the other two experiments.
The four bins in Figure 5 show the total number of events detected at the second maximum for neutrinos and antineutrinos and for a proton energy of 2 GeV and 2.5 GeV, respectively. The data collection time is 2 years with neutrinos and 8 years with antineutrinos in order to detect (very) approximately equal numbers of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos. For a proton energy of 2.5 GeV the total number of events can be seen to be somewhat higher than for a 2.0 GeV proton energy, indicating that the energy originally planned for the ESS project of 2.5 GeV would be more favorable for ESSnuSB than the recently downscoped value of 2.0 GeV. Neutrino energy (GeV)
The histograms in the panels in the right hand part of the figure show, for the three different neutrino beam projects Hyper-K [8] , DUNE [20, 21] , and ESSnuSB, the number of detected electron neutrinos as a function of neutrino energy for three different values of CP : 0, which corresponds to no CP violation, and /2 and 3 /2, which correspond to maximum CP violation of opposite signs, respectively. The left panels show the calculated probability for the electron neutrino oscillation for the same three CP values and for Normal Hierarchy (NH, red) and Inverted Hierarchy (IH, blue) [8, 21] . The shaded histogram in the left ESSnuSB panel shows the profile of the unoscillated (muon) neutrino energy distribution. The ratio between the numbers of electron neutrinos with CP = 3 /2 and with /2 is 4.8 for ESSnuSB and 1.6 and 1.5, respectively, for Hyper-K and LBNE/DUNE, as noted under the experiment acronym in each histogram graph. The T2K experiment [22] has, after 4 years of operation and data analysis, managed to reduce its systematic uncertainties for the electron (muon) neutrino signal to a level of 6.3% (7.4%). Figure 3 shows, for each 100 MeV bin, the statistical errors as well as a 7% systematic error. The statistical error is seen to be larger than the systematic one. However, as shown by the leftmost bar in Figure 5 , which represents the total numbers of events in the histograms in Figure 3 , for the total number of events the statistical and systematic errors are in balance. This raises the question of how much information is contained in the relative shape of the histograms in Figure 3 , as this information is not taken into account when considering only the total number of events. The answer to this question may be deduced from the four different histograms in Figure 6 , which have been obtained by dividing the four histograms of Figure 3 by their respective total numbers of events. There is some difference between the curves in Figure 6 but these differences are comparable in magnitude to the statistical errors.
Described so far is what could be done with ESSnuSB neutrino beam data collected during 2 years. However, a major goal is to compare the neutrino and antineutrino beam data shown in Figure 5 , which provides additional and very sensitive information on CP . Figure 7 shows for ESSnuSB the normalized difference between the total numbers of electron neutrinos, collected during 2 years, and of electron antineutrinos, collected during 8 years
) for a proton energy of 2.0 GeV and 2.5 GeV, respectively, at the first maximum (a) and the second maximum (b). The normalization takes into account the difference in the production as well as the detection cross sections between the neutrinos and the antineutrinos. The variation of the asymmetry with CP can be seen to be significantly bigger at the second maximum as compared to the first maximum and Figure 3 by their respective total numbers of events, so that the difference in relative shape between the histograms can be seen.
the statistical and systematic errors are well balanced. Other investigations of the sensitivity of the neutrino-antineutrino asymmetry to the value of CP have shown that the probability (] → ] ) varies with CP between 1/2 and 2 times the probability (] → ] ) at the first maximum and between 1/7 and 7 times the probability (] → ] ) at the second maximum [23] .
By fitting simulated [24, 25] ESSnuSB data collected during 2 years with a neutrino beam and 8 years with an antineutrino beam one may calculate the fraction of the total range of possible values for CP for which CP violation can be discovered with 5 and 3 significance level, respectively. In Figure 8 the result of such global calculations is plotted for different distances between the accelerator and the detector from 100 km to 1000 km (horizontal axis), for the three different proton beam energies 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 GeV (blue, green, and red lines, resp.), and with the mixing angle
∘ . From these curves one may see that the highest potential for discovery is at the second maximum. One can also see that the potential is somewhat higher for a proton beam energy of 2.5 GeV (and 3.0 GeV) as compared to 2.0 GeV. The systematic errors used to produce these plots are those shown in the left column (SB Def.) of Table 3 [18] .
With the exceptionally high power of the ESS linac it is possible to profit from the significantly higher sensitivity to CP at the second maximum, rendering ESSnuSB about three times less sensitive to systematic errors as compared to experiments measuring at the first maximum. Figure 9 shows, for ESSnuSB using a 540 km baseline and a proton energy of 2.0 GeV ((a) current ESS design) and 2.5 GeV ((b) originally planned linac energy for which upgrade space is available in the linac tunnel), respectively, the dependence of the fraction of values of CP for which The curves show the fraction of the total range of possible values for CP for which CP violation can be discovered with 5 and 3 significance level, respectively, as a function of the distance between the accelerator and the detector (the baseline), with ranging from 100 km to 1000 km (horizontal axis) for three different proton beam energies 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 GeV (blue, green, and red curves) and for a value of the mixing angle 13 = 8.73
∘ . The systematic errors used to produce these plots are those listed in the left column (SB Def.) of Table 3 . a) is for a proton energy of 2.0 GeV (current ESS design) and (b) for 2.5 GeV. The upper boundaries of the colored bands were obtained assuming the hierarchy to be known (NH) and the lower boundaries assuming the hierarchy to be unknown; that is, it is marginalized over. The systematic errors used to produce these plots are those shown in the right column (SB Opt.) of Table 3 [18]. Table 3 . The upper boundary of the colored bands assumes the neutrino hierarchy to be known and the lower boundary to be unknown. For the nominal exposure, assuming the neutrino hierarchy to be known, CP violation can be discovered at 5 in about 56% and 65% of the total range of possible values, for a 2.0 GeV and a 2.5 GeV linac proton energy, respectively. Doubling the exposure to 4 years with a neutrino beam and 16 years with an antineutrino beam will lead to an increase of the fraction of the total range of possible CP covered to 69% and 71%, respectively. The comparatively small difference in this fraction when doubling the exposure, assuming the hierarchy to be known and unknown, illustrates the comparatively weak dependence on this parameter at the low neutrino energies of ESSnuSB.
In order for DUNE to reach a similar performance, a 2% systematic error in the signal normalization for ] is required [7] . For Hyper-K the corresponding requirement is a total systematic error of 4% in the energy region of maximal flux 0.55-0.65 GeV [8] . The current systematic error in the T2K measurement of ] appearance is 6.3% [22] . It is quite clear that the systematic errors shown in the "SB Opt." column of Table 3 , in which the neutrino flux systematic error is 5% and the neutrino cross section systematic error is 10% (at the low neutrino energies of ESSnuSB the QE cross section dominates), are considerably more readily obtainable as compared to the total systematic error levels of 2% and 4% required for DUNE and Hyper-K, respectively.
Conversely, assuming the systematic errors to be on the same level for all three experiments as for ESSnuSB, the potential for CP discovery is higher for ESSnuSB due to the approximately three times higher signal at the second maximum. This was confirmed already in 2013 by global calculations, made by the theory group at the Snowmass Study in the USA [26] , in which the expected performances of the different proposals for international neutrino beam projects were compared, using the same systematic errors for all experiments, in this case the systematic errors shown in the left column (SB Def.) of Table 3 . Figure 10(a) shows the 1 error in the determination of CP (horizontal axis) as a function of the covered fraction of CP (vertical axis). One can see that, among the accelerator based projects shown, the resolution attainable with ESSnuSB is surpassed only by the Neutrino Factory project (IDS-NF). Figure 10(b) shows with which level of significance, in terms of number of standard deviations , CP violation can be discovered (vertical axis) versus the fraction of the total range of possible values for CP for which CP violation (horizontal axis) can be discovered. From these plots ESSnuSB can be seen to have the widest discovery coverage of the CP range among the Super Beam experiments investigated. Admittedly, the systematic errors chosen for these studies made in 2013 are quite conservative; for example, the error for the ] signal is 7.5%, but this is to our knowledge the only comparison made under the assumption of equal systematic errors for all experiments. There is in principle no reason why there should be a significant difference in the systematic errors between the future long baseline experiments, at least not between Hyper-K and ESSnuSB which are planned to have similar neutrino beam energies and neutrino detectors. The ca. three times higher CP signal in ESSnuSB does however represent a significant difference. [9] . The systematic errors used to produce these plots are those shown in the left column (SB Def.) of Table 3 .
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The Required Upgrades and Additions to the ESS Accelerator Facility
The 2.86 ms long proton pulses at ESS will be sent directly to the spallation target for neutron production. However, for neutrino production the requirement to have a few s short pulses on target makes it necessary to compress the proton pulses using an accumulator ring. The injection of many turns into this ring cannot be made efficiently if the injected beam consists of the same particles as the circulating beam. By accelerating H − ions in the linac, an efficient injection system can be designed based on the use of stripping foils or a laser beam, thus producing a circulating proton beam in the accumulator. From this follows the fact that the linac must be able to accelerate interleaved pulses of protons and H − . In particular the linac magnets must be designed such that it will be possible to switch between two different optics settings for the two different linac beams.
At the US Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), at Oakridge National Laboratory [27] , the linac also accelerates H − pulses that are compressed through multiturn injection into an accumulator, to get shorter pulses for their neutron production target. The beam power at SNS is about 1.5 MW on target [27] and foil stripping is used. Due to the similar context and requirements, we have used the SNS accumulator as a model for our first studies of the ESS accumulator.
A second ion source, for the production of H − , will be needed at ESS, as well as additional equipment in an H − injector line for beam transport up to the point where the H − beam goes into ESS linac. The optimal place for merging the two lines remains to be identified on the basis of the beam transport efficiency from the source.
H
− ions in the linac beam will lose electrons due to phenomena such as collisions with residual gas, with blackbody photons, and by intrabeam stripping. This will lead to some additional beam loss which needs to be minimized. Lorentz stripping in the magnetic fields can be reduced by careful choice of the optics for the H − beam. Considering the experience of SNS it has been concluded that the losses in the ESS linac for the H + case would be around 0.1 W/m. To avoid complicating the service work for the linac, the total losses for both beams in the linac, both H − and H + , should be maximum 1.0 W/m and this total limit will have to be guaranteed by the design of the transport of the H − beam and by the collimation system. The H − linac pulse will be chopped in the medium energy beam transport line (3.6 MeV) to have regular gaps in the pulse such that when the beam is fully injected in the accumulator, there is a gap in the circulating beam. This is needed in order to avoid beam loss during the radio frequency (rf) beam capture in the accumulator and for the extraction of the beam to the production target. These gaps are seen by the accelerating cavities in the linac. The resulting higher order resonance modes (HOMs) are not expected to be an issue; however, this will be verified by calculations. The fact that there is no beam in the gaps represents a loss of about 10% of the particles on the production target.
The baseline energy of the linac beam is 2.0 GeV. Contingency space is available in the linac tunnel for upgrade to higher energies. As mentioned in Section 2, higher energies are beneficial for the physics reach of the ESSnuSB facility. The extraction of the H-beam will be made in the contingency region of the linac tunnel (see Figure 1) , at the point where 2.5 GeV can be reached by adding more accelerating modules, such that it will be possible to profit from a future linac upgrade to this energy. Due to space limitations around the neutron target hall, the transfer line from the linac to the accumulator cannot be designed for a beam energy higher than 2.5 GeV. This limitation is due to the requirement that the radius of the H − beam transfer lines must be large enough so that the induced radioactivity by Lorentz stripping can be kept within allowed limits. With a 66% dipole filling factor in the transfer line and 2.5 GeV beam energy, the radius must not be smaller than about 110 m [28] . A first layout for the accumulator, the target, the transfer lines, and the neutrino beam direction is shown in Figure 11 . The target station would need to be located at a depth of 25 m (see Section 4), and the neutrino beam will therefore pass below the linac.
There are several additional important items in the inventory of upgrades that need to be made during the linac construction phase for the future additional 5 MW H − beam, such as the extra infrastructure and space that will be required for additional cabling and electrical equipment, for extra power transformers, for the additional H − source, and for the beam equipment of the H − beam transport at low energy. The water cooling plant, the cryogenic liquids plant, the cooling channels in the radio frequency power sources, and the accelerating cavities need to be designed for increased dynamic heat load [15] . It has to be possible to adjust the strengths of the linac focusing and steering magnets with the linac pulsing frequency. It is essential that these comparatively modest preparatory modifications be made during the linac build-up phase 2017-2023 in order to reduce the cost and time required for the subsequent linac upgrade and, in particular, to reduce the disruption in the linac operation for neutron production to an acceptable level.
The Accumulator.
To fill the accumulator with as many as 1.1 ⋅ 10 15 protons is a challenging task. This number could be reduced by splitting the 2.86 ms linac pulse in shorter and more frequent linac pulses of the same current, still maintaining the 5 MW total power for the neutrinos [29] . The first case under study is to reduce the maximum intensity in the ring to 1/4. One 2.86 ms long pulse would be sent to the neutron target and 4 pulses, 0.72 ms long, to the accumulator, respectively. This can be achieved by increasing the pulsing rate of the linac from 28 Hz to 70 Hz; see the lower part of Figure 12 . The neutron pulse frequency would still be 14 Hz. Alternatively, the 2.86 ms pulse could be injected sequentially into four stacked accumulator rings using a switchyard at injection as proposed in [9] . Also in this configuration the intensity in each ring would be 1/4 of the total intensity.
Studies are ongoing to evaluate effects of the high intensities using a first design of an accumulator with 376 m circumference and 1.32 s revolution time. The main parameters are shown in Table 4 and the lattice layout in Figure 13 . The studies will indicate the intensity limit of the ring and possible improvements of the design. The aim is to have as few rings and as low linac pulsing frequency as possible. Having only one ring needs careful design of the stripping foil, which has to accept higher pulse rates than in the case of four stacked rings. The option with several stacked rings is subject to Lorentz stripping in the injection switchyard that distributes the linac beam into the four rings. Beam loss from this beam switching would have to be evaluated [30] .
Increasing the number of pulses leads to increased power consumption in the cavities because of the power losses when ramping up and down the radio frequency field strength in the cavities for each pulse. Figure 12 : Pulse distribution for the case with four stacked accumulators and for the one-ring options: the upper part of the figure shows the 28 Hz pulsing of the linac with one proton (blue) and one H − (red) pulse interleaved and the lower part shows the case of four 0.72 ms long pulses of H − for neutrinos which are followed by one 2.86 ms proton pulse for the neutrino spallation target. The upper case needs a switching system and gaps in the H − pulse to distribute the particles in the four stacked rings.
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Grid size 15.0000 (m) Figure 13 : The layout of the lattice for the ESS accumulator.
wall plug power for 14 pulses of 2.86 ms per second. In the case of one accumulator ring and 70 Hz pulse frequency (see Figure 12) 13.3 MW + 17.0 MW wall plug power will be needed. The cost of the additional 3.7 MW, essentially being the overhead to fill and empty the cavities, will have to be weighed against the cost of the construction, the power consumption, the operation of three additional accumulators, and the impact on the target pulsing. Ongoing testing of the cavities at the FREIA Laboratory [31] at Uppsala University and future operational experience of the ESS linac will show how many pulses per second can be safely produced. The choice of linac pulsing has impact also on the powering and pulsing of the target focusing system. From the EUROnu studies we have a design of a power supply that can be pulsed at 56 Hz. 70 Hz needs development or an additional power supply.
Lattice. To store 2.7 ⋅ 10
14 protons in the accumulator requires a well chosen magnetic field structure (the lattice). The circumference and the beam pipe aperture are critical; the cost of investment and operation of the accumulator will critically depend on its design. The design concept of the accumulator ring at the SNS [27] , in which the magnet fields in the original 1 GeV lattice are rather moderate, has been used as a starting point for the design of the ESSnuSB accumulator. The lattice is a square lattice with four long straight sections for rf, instrumentation, injection, and extraction; see Figure 13 . It is possible to adopt the SNS 30 m injection straight section unchanged for 2.0 GeV. However, in view of the large apertures required, the bending fields in the arcs are kept as conservative as in the SNS; hence the arc lengths have tentatively been doubled considering that collective effects are more important at lower energies and that this would be conservative for 2.5 GeV. The circumference is increased from 248 to 376 m, which reduces the number of injection turns per fill, which is an advantage for the foil temperature.
Different lattice types will be designed to study space charge effects. The first simulations have been made using the SNS FODO lattice [29] . A FODO lattice is flexible and robust and gives a compact beam size for high energy machines with, however, a relatively large variation around the ring in the transverse beam size [32] . Doublet lattices give more space in the lattice and are optimal for the focusing of highly nonspherical beams (mini-in electron colliders) and can lead to large variations in the transverse beam size. Triplets give a smooth variation of the beam size and, in particular, small variations of the ratio between the two transverse sizes (e.g., small in proton colliders) and an almost uniformly distributed space charge field.
Injection.
To start the design procedure, a total final charge in the accumulator of 1/4 of the original 1.1 ⋅ 10 15 protons has been assumed. This intensity gives negative space charge tune shifts of values less than 0.2 for an accumulator of 376 m having 100 normalized (95%) emittance fully injected beam, which is a value considered as conservative. The accumulator radio frequency system will keep the protons confined in an rf "bucket" and prevent the protons from filling the gap in the circulating beam in such a way that the beam can be extracted with low beam loss. As mentioned above, this gap will be generated in the linac medium energy section by chopping a part of the pulse corresponding to the gap duration. The gap duration will be determined by the extraction kicker rise time, which is between 50 and 100 ns, the exact value depending on the design of the lattice and the angle of extraction.
Charge exchange injection by foil stripping is proposed as initial implementation, since this technology is well known. The SNS accumulator uses foil stripping in operation for a beam power of more than 1 MW. Laser stripping is envisaged at the SNS [33] . A future SNS laser stripping realization could ultimately be ported to the ESS accumulator with limited modifications, provided the SNS-like injection lattice is kept for the ESSnuSB accumulator design.
The injection process is presently being studied by tracking particles from the linac using the ESS linac beam parameters derived from simulations. The idea is to "paint" the phase space at injection in a way such as to minimize space charge effects, while keeping a limited beam size. After the beam pulse (550 turns) is injected, the beam is extracted in one turn to the target.
Stripping foil temperatures were computed using several different methods [29, 34] giving very similar results. Calculations are based on ground-laying work made for the SNS injection [35] . Minimizing the number of foil passes of the circulating beam requires a local increase of its transverse size. Promising results were obtained by changing the injection optics to increase the linac spot size on the foil. A maximum temperature of 1550 K on the foil was obtained. For this case the average number of foil passes of the circulating beam was found to be about 4.8 and the emittance of the circulating beam was 200 (95%) normalized. The maximum temperature on the foil for SNS operation does not exceed 1600 K. Further simulations show that, even for 100 (95%) normalized emittance, foil temperatures can be kept at levels likely to be acceptable, with the hottest spots at 1650 K [36] .
The case of filling the ring only twice with a linac pulse of 1.5 ms each time, instead of four times with a pulse of 0.7 ms, has been calculated. This configuration would reduce the linac pulsing frequency or the number of stacked accumulators, respectively. Peak temperatures of 1560 K for the H − beam alone and 1850 K for the sum of the effects of H − and H + beams are reached. The maximum space charge tune shifts remain below −0.16, which is a clearly acceptable value. The temperature profiles on the foil resulting from this calculation are shown in Figure 14 . The normalized emittance of the fully injected beam is in this case 200 . However, the final beam emittance in the ring will be constrained by the requirements to have efficient extraction of the beam from the accumulator and efficient transport of the beam from the accumulator, through the switchyard [37] up to the four targets, still keeping the temperature of the foil within limits.
The Target Station
The main elements of the secondary neutrino beam are the target station with the four-horn/target systems to produce and focus the charged mesons, the 25 m long decay tunnel to produce the neutrinos from the meson decay, and the beam dump to absorb the undecayed mesons. The apparatus will be heavily shielded with iron and concrete due to the high radiation produced.
The target station design and the short pion-decay tunnel have already been studied for the Super Beam within the EUROnu [10] project with further optimizations for the ESSnuSB project [38] . In order to mitigate the detrimental effects of the high power beam, four targets and horns are needed; each target will be hit by a 1.25 MW proton beam. The target is placed inside the inner conductor of the horn for maximum particle collection while the shape of the inner conductor is optimized such as to produce the best possible neutrino beam for the discovery of CP violation [38] .
The target is made of a bed of 3 mm diameter titanium spheres packed in an about 530 mm long canister with 30 mm diameter and cooled with helium gas. This type of target can be more efficiently cooled and stress development on the spheres is less than on the usual monolithic or segmented solid targets used in the past. Thermal modeling has shown that it is possible to cool the packed-bed target in a way to accept more than 1 MW beam power [38] .
For the EUROnu Super Beam, a 350 kA pulsed power supply running at 50 Hz frequency was proposed for the four horns [39] . For ESSnuSB, additional studies have shown that modifications could be made in order to comply with 56 Hz and other possible pulsing scenarios [40] . To maintain acceptable stress and deformation on the conductors of the horn that are produced by the pulsed current and the particlecrossing, water jets have been proposed for cooling. The water jet system is able to maintain a constant temperature along the conductors. Preliminary fatigue studies on such a setup, taking into account the thermodynamical analyses performed for the horns, indicate that each horn can withstand a year (10 8 pulses) of operation [38] . Experiments, including vibration tests as well as tests of the cooling capacity of the proposed system, can be made at the high intensity proton irradiation facility at CERN [41] .
The region surrounding the four-horn/target system is shielded such as to produce less than 10 Sv/h prompt effective dose on the areas above, for example, the top floor and the power supply unit room. The region surrounding the decay tunnel and the beam dump is shielded such that the activation of the rock complies with the ESS safety rules. In the preliminary radiation studies of EUROnu a depth of 10 m inside the molasse rock was considered.
The neutrino beam has to point down from the horizontal plane at ESS by 2.67 ∘ (46.6 mrad) to get to the Garpenberg mine at 540 km distance, where the Far Detector will be placed. From this follows the fact that the target station will be at 25 m depth, giving space to proton beam extraction equipment and the switchyard. The SPL Super Beam target station was designed to be situated at 18 m depth; thus 25 m Advances in High Energy Physics 13 depth for the ESSnuSB should be compatible with radiation safety and civil engineering constraints.
Design Considerations for the Near Detector
In order to achieve the required experimental sensitivity it is important to construct a Near Detector (ND) close to the neutrino production point. The ND should be able to measure the flux of each neutrino species in the beam, directly after production, to precision better than 5%. As the electron neutrino content in the beam is 0.3%, the ND needs to be able to separate Charged Current (CC) muon and electron neutrino events at a level better than 10 −4 . The preliminary ND design suggested here resulted from a series of simulations. The proposal is to use a cylindrical water Cherenkov detector with a radius, ND = 5 m, and a length, ND = 10 m, positioned with its central axis aligned with the direction of the neutrino beam, ND = 500 m, from the target station. On the outside it is covered with scintillator plates to veto atmospheric muons and to reject events not fully contained in the detector. Further details about the study of this ND design can be found in [42] .
The input to the study was a neutrino beam profile obtained using FLUKA 2011.xx (version 2014) [43] and GEANT 3.21 [44] . The calculation was made for a proton beam energy of 2.0 GeV. The neutrino energy distribution, for the case where the horn focuses positively charged particles, is shown by the gray-shaded histogram in Figure 4 . The neutrinos from this beam were used to simulate neutrino interaction events in water using the GENIE toolkit [45] . The angular acceptance of the Far Detector (FD) is ±0.1 mrad, while for the ND it is ±10 mrad. As the ND provides the baseline for the FD measurements, it is important that the neutrino energy spectrum and the flavour composition of the beam are not significantly different for the two detectors. It was verified that when the angle with respect to the beam axis of the produced neutrinos varies from 0 to 10 mrad, the change in neutrino flavour composition and energy distribution is indeed negligible. At an ND distance, ND = 500 m, with a radius, ND = 5 m, and length, ND = 10 m, the muon neutrino CC event rate would be 260 s −1 and the electron neutrino CC event rate 1 s −1 . For ESSnuSB neutrino energies the muons resulting from CC collisions travel less than 3 m in water (the CC electrons travel shorter) before they stop radiating Cherenkov light. This implies that most of the events will be fully contained within the cylindrical ND water volume given above. To explore the conditions for the event reconstruction, an event sample was produced, containing idealized neutrino CC event products in a simplified detector environment. Each event in this sample was initiated with a charged lepton with a predetermined kinetic energy and momentum along the -axis. A photodetector wall was placed in the − plane at = 5 m, where each photon was registered on impact. From the timing and position of the detected photons one can determine the position of the initial vertex, the direction of the charged lepton, its flavour, and its energy. An algorithm, to determine the event vertex coordinates, was developed that iteratively investigates a number of coordinate sets in the detector using the timing and positions of the detected photons. Using photodetectors with time resolution in the order of 0.1 ns and position resolution in the order of 1 cm, this algorithm can locate the vertex with an accuracy of a few centimeters. Further information concerning the principles for event reconstruction in a water Cherenkov detector is given in, for example, [46] .
The simulations also showed that the energy of the lepton could be estimated from the number of detected photons, , which is assumed to be roughly proportional to kin − ChTh , where kin is the lepton kinetic energy and ChTh is the threshold energy for Cherenkov light production. The lepton flavour identification was done by examining the fuzziness of the edge of the produced Cherenkov ring. For this purpose an algorithm was developed, based on a modified version of the circular Hough transform [47] that used filled circles instead of ring contours. Lepton flavour identification was done using this algorithm by fitting a "muon ring" and an "electron ring" to the detected photons of each event, to determine which flavour was most probable to have produced the detector response. The algorithm looks at several parameters and awards each event a number ofvotes and -votes. By applying cuts to these votes the lepton flavour is determined. This first trial identification algorithm yielded a misidentification rate of 0.3%. This is still larger than required and further work is thus needed. All misidentified events were muons that had been identified as electrons and were mainly found among lower energy events. Details of the algorithm used and the results obtained can be found in [42] .
Project Time Schedule
The aim of the presently ongoing ESSnuSB Design Study is to produce a Conceptual Design Report by 2018 to be followed by a Technical Design Report by 2020. This assumes that adequate financial support for the Design Study can be secured. Taking into account technical constraints only, the upgrade of the linac and the construction of the accumulator, of the neutrino target station, of the Near Detector, and of the Far Detector could start by 2021. The ESSnuSB buildup period is estimated to take some 7 years (dominated by the construction of the Far Detector) leading up to start of data taking at the earliest by 2027. Taking other funding and organizational constraints into account, 2030 is a more probable date for start of data taking.
A crucial prerequisite for this time schedule is that the comparatively modest modifications of the linac that are described at the end of Section 3 are made during the linac build-up period 2017-2023. To introduce the same modifications once the linac is running for spallation neutron production will be disruptive to the neutron experiments, will take more time, and will be more costly.
Summary and Conclusions
Leptonic CP violation potentially plays a crucial role for the explanation of matter-antimatter asymmetry in the Universe. The prime opportunity to discover and measure leptonic CP violation is offered by future Super Beam experiments studying the ] → ] oscillation. Following the discovery in 2012 of a large value of the neutrino mixing angle 13 , analytical calculations show that a higher sensitivity to CP violation is obtained by measuring at the second neutrino oscillation maximum, as compared to the first.
This fact has been shown in this paper by comparing directly the sensitivities to CP violation of experimental observables, such as the number of detected electron neutrinos and the normalized electron neutrino-antineutrino asymmetry at the first and the second maximum, respectively. The higher sensitivity, using the same conservative assumptions for systematic errors, at the second maximum is also apparent from comparisons previously made between different Super Beam projects on the basis of global simulation calculations. In view of the very high neutrino beam intensity required for measurements at the second maximum, the uniquely high power of the ESS proton driver represents a significant advantage for such measurements.
ESSnuSB is currently the only Super Beam experiment which concentrates on taking its data at the second oscillation maximum. Global calculations show that, taking data with ESSnuSB with a 2.0 GeV (2.5 GeV) ESS proton beam during 10 years using the MEMPHYS Megaton water Cherenkov detector placed in the 1200 m deep Garpenberg mine at the second maximum, 540 km from ESS, the coverage of the range of possible CP violating angle values is 56% (65%) assuming the neutrino hierarchy to be known and the systematic errors to be those shown in the "SB Opt." column of Table 3 , in which the neutrino flux error is 5% and the neutrino cross section error is 10%.
The generation of the neutrino Super Beam using the ESS linac will require acceleration of H − pulses. These pulses will be interleaved with the proton pulses accelerated for neutron production in such a way that the linac will deliver a 5 MW H − beam simultaneously with the 5 MW proton beam. The H − beam will be injected into a 376 m circumference accumulator ring, stripping off the two electrons of each H − ion at the entrance to the ring, by multiturn injection and ejected from the ring by single turn extraction, thereby obtaining compression of the pulse length from 2.86 ms to 1.3 s. The ejected H − beam will be guided to a neutrino target with a surrounding horn-type hadron collector, downstream of which there is a 25 m long pion-decay tunnel. The very high current required in the horn cannot be maintained for more than a few s which is what necessitates the strong compression of the linac pulse.
The accumulator ring and the target station can be installed underground on the ESS site without significant interference with the linac construction and operation. The introduction of H − pulses in the linac and the doubling of the linac average power can to a large extent be made after the completion of the linac, as presently designed, without major interference with the linac operation provided, however, that certain comparatively modest, but crucial, preparative modifications are made to the linac already during its buildup phase 2017-2023.
The accumulator ring, which will contain an exceptionally high number of protons, represents a challenging design task, in particular its injection scheme and its ring lattice and collimation. In order to somewhat reduce the complexity of the task, the number of protons per pulse can be reduced by using one of two alternative schemes: by injecting more and shorter H − pulses in the compressor ring or by splitting the long H − pulses up on more than one compressor ring. Design work of an accumulator ring receiving a sequence of pulses after each 2.86 ms long proton pulse in the linac and of an injection stripping scheme, based on foil stripping, is ongoing. This study will give us an indication of how many particles that can be stored, which will give the number of linac pulses or the number of accumulators that will be needed to handle the full linac beam and send it to the four targets.
The Near Detector plays a crucial role for the determination of the neutrino flux needed in the evaluation of the Far Detector data. The simulation of a cylindrical water Cherenkov detector, 10 m long and 5 m in radius located 500 m downstream of the target, has been used to study how such a detector could match the requirements. Methods for the determination of the position of the initial CC vertex, the direction of the charged lepton, its flavour, and its energy have been designed and evaluated. The results obtained so far are encouraging but need to be worked on further to satisfy the demanding requirement of not more than 5% systematic error in the Far Detector measurements.
The current ESSnuSB Design Study is foreseen to lead to a CDR in 2018 and to a TDR in 2020. Taking into account technical constraints only, construction of all parts could start in 2021 and be completed at the earliest by 2027.
